
Galaxy
S23 Ultra

More innovation,
less footprint

Our striking symmetrical design returns with one major 

di�erence: the use of recycled and eco-conscious materials. 

From repurposed glass to the colour of the polished metal 

frame, beauty is second nature in this form.
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RECYCLED OCEAN-
BOUND PLASTIC
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S PEN INNER COVER



12MP
Sel�e Camera

12MP
Ultra Wide Camera

200MP
Wide-angle Camera

10MP
10x Optical Zoom
Telephoto Camera 1

10MP

Key Features

3x Optical Zoom
Telephoto Camera 2

More innovation, less footprint

Ultra's striking symmetrical design returns with one major di�erence: 
recycled and eco-conscious materials. From the metal frame to the 
glass �nish, it's polished with fresh new colours inspired by nature.

Low light. Camera. Action

A Pro-grade Camera grabs brighter photos and video, dusk to dawn. 
The intelligent pixel sensor adapts to low light with Nightography and 
the camera lens tones down �are for clearer captures.

Power for those who don't pause

Your quest for epic mobile gaming is over. Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2 
Mobile Platform for Galaxy optimises and streamlines your device for 
silky smooth games — without draining the battery.

A brighter future in sight

Dynamic AMOLED 2X delivers clear details onscreen, whether dimmed 
down low or full-blast brightness. And 120Hz technology intelligently 
optimises the refresh rate to smooth out action and save on battery.

Note's signature tool comes built in

The built-in S Pen keeps the legacy of Note alive. Plus, it helps you 
ditch the dependency on notebooks, making sketches and jotting 
notes e�ortless and eco-friendly.

200MP. Wow-worthy resolution

Resolution on the Wide-angle Camera has nearly doubled, delivering 
strikingly clear photos. Zoom and crop your shots for a whole new 
view — or leave it intact for brilliant detail, corner to corner.

Game for hours and hours

This intelligent 5000mAh (typical) battery saves power for when you 
use it most, so you can keep gaming and streaming late into the night.

Your Galaxy, the way you like it

One UI maximises customisation, allowing you to control the details, 
from lock screens and themes to widgets and noti�cations.


